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Let be a finite dimensional, basic, connected algebra over an 
tally closed field k. Following [G], we write B = kA/Y-: where 
path algebra of a finite quiver without oriented cyc 
admissible ideal. The category of finite dimensional left modules will be 
denoted by B-mod. A B-module X is called sincere if X is indec~rn~~sa~~e 
and if Hom.(X, I) # 0 for all injective B-modules I. 

If B is representation-finite with a sincere module, and if the siander- 
Reiten quiver r(B) of B does not contain an oriented cycle, the is called 
sincere directed. Equivalently, B is a representation-unite tilted algebra 
with a sincere module [HR]. Sincere modules play an important role for 
calculating sincere directed algebras [R]. 

Let B be sincere directed with n pairwise nonisomor hit simple modules 
S(a), 1 <a < n, and let X be a B-module. y dim XE Z” we denote the 
dimension vector of X, that is, the vector whose uth entry is the 

dimension of Hom,(X, I(a)), where I(a) is the mde posable injective 
-module, whose socle is the simple module S(a). e call X maximal 

sincere if X is sincere, and dim X is maximal with respect to t 
componentwise order on all dimension vectors of ~ndecom~osab~e 
B-modules. 

In a recent article [?I, de la Pefia proved that if -mod admits more 
than one maximal sincere module (note that we consider mo 
up to isomorphism), then B is a tilted algebra of A = ?a%*, 
underlying graph A of A is of type TP4,., that is, d is of the form 

8 
6 

p vertices 
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Then all maximal sincere modules have three neighbours in the orbit graph 
G(r(B)) of T(B). By A* we denote the opposite quiver of A. In this article 
we investigate these algebras and give optimal upper bounds for the 
number of maximal sincere modules. Our main purpose is to prove: 

THEOREM. Let B be a sincere directed algebra ulhich is tilted from a wild 
algebra. Then B-mod admits more that1 one maximal sincere module, if and 
only if B = kAj9, where A is the quiver 

and 9 is generated by spy - ~6, E( - cpJ/, and I$ - tvp. 

This result is known if B has at least 13 pairwise nonisomorphic simple 
modules. It follows from Bongartz’ list of the large sincere directed algebras 
CBL RI. 

The first section will be introductory. We will fix some notation, recall 
definitions and results connected to maximal sincere modules, and deduce 
some general properties of A and the A tilting module T, whose 
endomorphismring End, T is the sincere directed algebra B. 

In the second and third section we give optimal upper bounds for the 
number of maximal sincere B-modules, if B is tilted from a representation- 
finite or a tame algebra. The last chapter is devoted to the proof of the 
above theorem. 

1. PRELIMINARIES 

1.1. We briefly want to summarize the definition and some properties of 
maximal sincere B-modules. Basic definitions, more detailed information, 
and proofs can be found in [R], and will be used here frequently. 

If n is the number of pairwise nonisomorphic simple B-modules S(a), 
with 1 <ad IZ, we consider the nonsymmetric bilinear form (z, z’) = 
zC~Z’~ for Z, z’EZ”, where C denotes the Cartan matrix of B, and we 
denote the corresponding symmetric form by (-, -). 

It has been shown [B2, HR] that the quadratic form q : Z” + H with 
q(z) = (z, r) is weakly positive, and that there is a bijection Xt+d& X 
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between the indecomposable B-modules and the positive roots of 4. A 
sincere B-module M is called maximal if its dimension vector is a maximaI 
root of q. 

A sincere root z is maximal if and only if (z, e(a)) 3 0 for all e(a), where 
e(a) = $im S(a). It satisfies the equation 

2 = k z) = .f (ZLbZ, @(QBP, 
a=1 

where by (z), we denote the ath entry of z. 
Since - 16 (z, e(a)) < 1, there are at most two a satisfying (z, e(a)) > 0, 

and these are called the exceptional vertices of z. If there is only one such 
a, then (z),=2, and if there are two, say a and b, the 

Let M be a maximal sincere B-module with dim M = z 
by the projective module P = @ z= 1 P(a)@, ‘(“‘), where 
indecomposable B-module whose top is S(a). hen we have for all 

modules X that (z, dim X) = (dim P, &&X). all that for dimension 
ctors d&r X and dim Y of B-modules we have 

(bX,m Y)= i (-I)‘dim,Exti(X, Y), 
i=l 

and since the global dimension of B is at most two [ 
for i > 2. 

1.2. Being interested in the number of maximal sincere B-modules, we 
have according to the results of de la Pefia only to consider the cases w 

is tilted from A = kA, A of type Tpqr, and mod has a maximal sincere 
module with three neighbours in the orbit graph of 

Since O(T(B)) = A, we will enumerate the vertices 
to the vertices of A. Since B is sincere, Is(B) contains each possible orienta- 

A as a complete slice, implying that there is an 
* tilting module T with End, T= B [ 

e will assume in the following that A is given by factorspace orienta- 
tion, that is, that the branching point b of A, the unique vertex with t 
neighbours, is the only source of A. 

The indecomposable injective (projective) A-modules wil 
IA(i) (PA(i)), where 1 < id n are the vertices of A, an 
injective (projective) B-modules will be denoted b 
1 d i 9 ok are the vertices of A. 

and M’ are two distinct maximal s 
ITi) where M’ denotes the z-orbit of M in 

is a unique last (in the order given by th 
-module, which will be denoted by M(a). 
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Y(M(a) -), the slice in Z(B) having M(a) as the only source, is a com- 
plete slice, and we may assume that it is the image of the indecomposable 
injective A-modules under the functor Hom,A( T, -). In particular, M(a) = 
Hom.JT, L(b)). 

If M(c) = rLM(a) for some I’ > 0 is maximal sincere as well, then 
M(c) = rk Hom,( T, Z,A(b)) = Hom,(T, s’,Z,(b)) [R]. In fact all preinjec- 
tive direct summands of T are predecessors of t> Z,(b). 

Since all maximal sincere modules have three neighbours in the orbit 
graph, they have one exceptional vertex [R], in particular, they are 
dominated by an indecomposable projective module. 

Let PB(a) be the projective dominating M(a), and let T(u) be the 
indecomposable summand of T with PB(u) = Hom,( T, T(uJ). Then 
&r T(a) = (dim, Hom,(P,(u), Y(M(a)-+))). 

Let X be an indecomposable module in Y(M(u) -). Since M(u) is 
dominated by P,(a) we obtain 

dim, Hom,(P,(u), X) = (dim PB(u), dim X) 

= (dim M(u), dim X) 

= i (- l)‘dim, Ext,(M(u), X) 
i=O 

+ c (- l)j dim, Extg(X, M(u)). 
i=O 

Since the Ext’ terms vanish for i > 1, we get that dim, Hom,(P,(u), X) = 2 
if X= M(u) and dim, Hom,(P,(u), X) = 1 otherwise. 

Hence the A-module T(u) has 

d&T(u)=2 l...l 
1 

1 

Let M(c) =r’,M(u) be another maximal sincere B-module, M(c) 
dominated by PB(cj, and let T(c) be the corresponding tilting summand. 
Obviously, (dim, Hom,(P,(c), Y( z;M(u) + ))) =d& T(u). 

LEMMA. If (dim, Hom,(P,(u), P( M(u)+))) = (dim, Hom,(P,(c), 
9’( z’,M(a)+))), tkerl T(U) = z;‘T(cj. 

Pro@ The proof involves some tilting theory for which we refer to 
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CR]. ILet G be the functor ATBQS - and F the functor 
Y > 0, since otherwise the assertion of the lemma is tri 
module in Y(M(a) -+), say X(i) = F(l,(i)), then ) and zsX(i) are in 
Y(T), where (Y(T), X(T)) is the torsion pair o mod induced by T. 
Hence we have that G(X(1’)) and G(rBX(i)) belong to F-, where (F3 S) is 
the torsion pair on A-mod. Then F(z,G(X(E’))) == ~~(~G~~(~))) = zB(X(i)) 
[IX], implying that rAG(X(l’)) = GF(z,G(X(E’))) = G(rB(X(Y(i))). 

Assume that Hom,(P,(a), X(i)) = Hom,(B,(c), z;X(i)). Then 

Hom,(T(a), I,(i)) = Hom,(T(c), G(~~~~~))~ 

applying the above consideration inductively. ut then foment, IA(i)) 
= Hom,(T(c), ra1,(i)) = Hom,(z;‘T(c), I,(t)), implying that d&r T(a) = 
d& z,‘T(c), hence T(a) = z,‘T(c). 

As an immediate consequence of this lemma we obtain: 

PROPOSITION. Let B be a sincere directed algebra, and assume that 
B-mod admits two distinct maximal sincere mo les with the same excep- 
tional vertex. Then B is a tilted algebra of type with A = E, or A = E, or 
A=&. 

Another consequence of the above lemma, which also 
diately from [PI, is that M is maximal sincere, then neither 
is maximal sincere. 

Summarizing our considerations, we will assume in the followi 
without stating it explicitly, that B is tilted from A = kA*, 
type Tpqr and A has factorspace orientation, that M(a) wi 
the last maximal sincere B-module, that T(a) with (aim T(Lz))~ = 
(d&r T(a)), = 1 for x # b is an indecomposable direct summand of 
if z’,M(a) is maximal sincere, then r> T(a) is a direct summand of 
that all1 preinjective direct summands of T are predecessors of ‘c;IAblA(b). 

2. UPPER BOUNDS FOR THE NUMBER OF MAXIMAL SINCEIXE B-MODLJLE~ 
IF B Is TILTED FROM A REPRESENTATION-FINITE ALGEBRA 

2.1. Let A be of type IE,. Then T’(ia) is of the form 
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Observe that we only draw edges instead of arrows between the vertices of 
T(A). As usual, the arrows go from the left to the right. The square in T(A) 
corresponds to Z’(a). 

The only module in the r-orbit of r(a) which is the predecessor of T(a) 
and has no extensions with T(a) is the projective module. Hence there are 
at most two maximal sincere B-modules. On the other hand, if A is the 
quiver 

and 9 is the ideal generated by C@ - 76, then B= kA/Y is an &-tilted 
algebra admitting two maximal sincere modules M(a) and M(c) with 

‘\ 
2 

dim .X(a) = I( )2 
2 

1’ 

and 

I\ 
dim M(c) = 2 

/2\ 

Y’ 
1’ 

2.2. Let A be of type IE,. Then T(A) is of the form 

/O\ T\ /“\ /“\ P\ /s P\ 2, /? 
/O\ /O\ /“\ /O\ /O\ /0,0P\o/0\7/0 

/O\ /O\ /O\ P\ I”\ P\ / \ / a< cQ-oQQ~QQQ3-o-oQ-oQQ \ / Yo/ y)/ \o/ lo/ \ / Lo/ Yo/ ‘x0 
O,d \.,/ \o/ lo’ \/\o/ Lo/ \,I Lo 

Again, the square corresponds to T(a). 
There are two predecesors of T(n) in Lr’(T(a)), the r-orbit of T(a), 

which do not extend with T(a), namely r:T(u) and t:r(u). Since 
Ext:(ri T(u), T; T(u)) # 0, only one of them can be a direct summand of T, 
implying that there are at most two maximal sincere B-modules. 

On the other hand, if A is the quiver 
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and 9 = (a/I), then B = k-A/4 is an PC,-tilted algebra with two max:mal 
sincere B-modules M(a) and Mf c). where 

2.3. Let A be of type E,, and consider ;“(A): 

P\ /“, A /-y /Jo\ /O\ P:, /“\ ?\/“\J”\ /‘; I”\ 4‘O-l /O 
/\ /O\ P\ /O\ 2, /O\ /\ 2, A i’\, /‘\ /O\ 2, /o\ / 

,\ P\ /O\ /“, /O\ /O\ /O\ IO\ i”, A /O\ r-\ A 3, /O 
,y /“\ /O\ ,c\ ,“\ /O\ /O\ /O\ /“\ 7, /A 2\ A /Ok /O 

3\1~~~,~73,-cI,~;~~~~~~~~~~7~~~7;c;7”~ 
o,o/o,o/90,0\o/o\o/G\o/o\o/o~,/ \,,/ \o/ ‘kc/ \/ i;P\ / i, 3 - 

Again, the square corresponds to T(a). 
The modules T> T(a) with 2 6 s < 5 are predecessors of T(G) in i!‘( T(ti )‘j 

and do not extend with T(a). But at most two of them do not extend with 
each other. Hence there are at most three maxima! sincere B-modules. If A, 
is the quiver 

c a 

and 9 = (x/3, $), then B = kLi2/.f is an E,-tilted algebra admitting three 
maximal sincere modules M(a), M(c), and M(& with 

dim M(d) = 
‘\<2 

3’ \4 
k 

2.4. Recall that a vertex u of A is called a tip, if c has exactky cne 
neighbour in A. If x and y are vertices of 0, then the distance dl.u, .I.,; 
between .Y and y is the number of edges between .Y and y. We say that the 
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vertex s belongs to a branch of A, if A\, {x} is either connected or has a 
component of type A,. The length of a branch A’ of A is the distance 
d(b, tl) between the branching point b and the tip v in A’. 

Let A be of type D,, and let z’ be the tip of the longest branch of A. Let 
v’ be the neighbour of v. Then T(a) = r; PA(d), hence there is no prede- 
cessor of T(a) in @(T(a)) not extending with T(a). This implies that there 
is exactly one maximal sincere B-module. 

3. UPPER BOUNDS FOR THE NUMBER OF MAXIMAL SINCERE B-MODULES 
IF B Is TILTED FROM A TAME ALGEBRA 

In the remaining sections we will use the following notation. If A is of the 
form Tpyr, then the tip of the shortest branch will be denoted by z. the tip 
of the second longest branch by U, and the tip of the longest branch by v. 

3.1. Let A be of type E,. Then T(a) is simple regular fo period two 
[DR], implying that there is exactly one indecomposable summand of T 
in O(T(a)). This implies that all maximal sincere B-modules have the same 
exceptional vertex, and that only modules of the form t~~J”M(a) for m30 
can be maximal. 

The replication number (for the definition see [BB]) for B is six [BB], 
and it is achieved, if the maximal B-projective module Ps in the order 
given by M< N if there is a path from M to N in T(B), is a tip of C(T(B)). 

This implies that there are at most four modules M in T(B) with M’= b 
satisfying that Y(M-+) and Y( +M), the slice having M as the only sink, 
are complete slices. But this has to be satisfied by a sincere module. Hence, 
there are at most two maximal sincere B-modules, and this number is 
achieved for the Fe-tilted algebra 

B = k;/l ;: 
3 !l 

with e and I = ~3 -y&, EC -y&s 
T a 
3 E 

A/ L 

The maximal sincere modules are M(a) and M’(a) with 

dim M(a) = and dim M(a)' = 

1' I' 
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3.2. Let A be of type E,. Then r(a) is simple regular of period three 
[DR], again implying that there is only one indecomposable summand of 
T in P(T(nj), and if M(n) is maximal sincere, then only the modnies 

zpM(a) for some n7 3 0 can be maximal as wel!. The rephcatron number 
for B is 12 [BB] and direct computation shows that the maximal number 
of modules M with MI=6 and .Y(-+Mj and Y(M--+) complete slices Is 
achieved if the maximal B-projective module P, is. the vertex ~1 in C (F(S) : 
Then there are nine modules M with the above properties, implying that 
there are at most three maximal sincere B-modules. 

On the other hand, if B = kA,/Y, where 

a 

then B is an r,-tilted algebra with three maximal sincere modules M(r:‘, 
with 1 d i B 3, given by the dimension vectors 

3.3. Let A be of type Ee. Then T(a) is simple regular of period five 
[DR], implying that there are at most two indecomposabie summands o.f 
T in P(r(aj), namely either r(a) and T: T(a) or r(aj and riT(a). This 
yields that if M(a) is maximal sincere, only the modules 7;mM(aj and 
~~~+‘iW(a) or rpM(a) and rp+3 M(a) for TV 3 0 can be maxima! sincere. 

The replication number for B is at most 29, and again direct computa- 
tion shows that the maximal number of modules M with MT= b and 
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Y(M+) and Y(+M) complete slices is 25, and it is achieved if the 
maximal projective satisfies Pi = v. This implies that there are at most 10 
maximal sincere B-modules, and they are achieved for B = kAl.9 with 

The maximal sincere B-modules have either the exceptional vertex a, and 
then they are given by the dimension vectors 

dim ?l(a)’ = 

2\/ 2. 

A i-- \‘7+’ for I 5 i 5 5 

/4 
2 

or they have the exceptional vertex c, and then they are given by 

. 
dim M(c)’ = 

2 

) for 1 _< i _< 5 
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4. UPPER BOUNDS FOR THE NUMBER OF MAXIMAL SINCERE B-MODULES 
IF B Is TILTED FROM A WILD ALGEBR.~ 

4.1. If B is a representation-finite tilted algebra, and A is represecta- 
tion-infinite, then T has A-preprojective and -preinjective summands. 

The following two lemmas show that there are tips x and J’ of ,4 such 
thst there is a direct summand of T in P(1,(.u)j and a direct summa& zf 
T in P(PJy)). 

LEMMA 1. Ler d be a cer.te.\r in a branch qf a quiver and assume this 
branch also contains rhe tip x. Ler A = kQ*. 

Le! T(d) = s”,I,,(d) be a direct sutrmand of an A-Glting module r”. &f rhere 
k a serriotzal path w from T(d) to a module in 0(1,,(s)), [hen T has an 
itzdeconiposable direct sutnmand in c’( I.,(.Y ) ) \t,hich is either a sec;ioeal prea’e- 
cessor or a sectional successor of T(d) or which is imomparabie wit.4 T(O). 

Pro@: Consider the sectional path II’: T(d) + X( 1) -+ . + X(n), where 
Xjn)~ Cc’(l.J(~~)). By assumption, no X(i) lies in the r-orbit of J,,(b), wher: 
b denotes a branching point of Q. We will prove the lemma by induction 
on the number of arrows in 11’. 

Hf T(d) = X(n), there is nothing to show. Hence, assume I 
A nonzero map f: T(d) -+ X(n) is an epimorphism, and the kernel of,: is 

s&y 1). 
Consider the exact sequence q: 0 -+ T.~X( 1) + T(d) -+ X(-in) + 0. Applying 

the functor om,4( T, -) to it, we get that Ext’,( T, X(n)) = 0. 
is not a direct summand of T, there is an indecomposable direct summand 
T(c) of T with Ext:(X(n), T(c))#O, lhat is, Hom,d(T(r), r,4X(njj#0. 

g Hom,(-, T(c)) to q yields that theE also Hom,(t,X(lj, Ti’c’ji 
t then T(c) is a module in the sectional path from ~,=a’,!) fo 

T,4X(‘l) and this path has fewer arrows than II’. and the assertion foollows bj 
induction hypothesis. 

LEMMA 2. Ler d be a trertex in a branch , and amme that 
ihis brmch also contains the rip x. Let A = T be an A-ti!r!tzg 
nzoduie, haritzg T(d) = s;’ PA(d) as a direct smmatzd. 

If T has no direct summand in O( PA(x)) which is either a sectional prede- 
. a secriotlai succe&or of T(d) or which is komp 

(b)) is for all branching poims b o;’ a .~onsitKere 

Proqf: Let 3 be the set of indecomposable preprojective direct sum- 
mands of T satisfying the following condition: 
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If Tug and NY T(d)+X(l)+ ... + X(n) with X(n) E ~(P,(x)) and x a 
tip of Q is a sectional path and no X(i) is in the r-orbit of P,(b), then T 
does not contain an indecomposable direct summand in O(Prl(x)) which is 
the sectional predecessor, sectional successor, or incomparable with T(d). 

Let T(d) in W be chosen in such a way that the sectional path 1~ is of 
minimal length. We claim that X( 1) is projective, and then obviously also 
T(d) is projective. 

Assume X( 1) is not projective. Then the irreducible map f: zAX( 1) + 
T(d) is a monomorphism, and X(n) is isomorphic to the cokernel of-f: Since 
X(n) is not a summand of T, similar arguments as above force the existence 
of an indecomposable direct summand T(c) of T which is a successor of 
rAX(i) and a predecessor of z,,X(rz). But then T(c) ~35’ and the corre- 
sponding sectional path is of smaller length, a contradiction. By induction 
we get that all X(i) for 1 d id II are projective. Hence T(d) = P,(d) and 
X( 1) = PA(c) are projective, and the irreducible map g: P,(A) + P,(c) is a 
monomorphism, whose cokernel is isomorphic to r:- ‘I,(s) and there is no 
path from t:- ’ I,(x) to an injective cl-module I,(b), where b is a branching 
point of Q. 

Since by assumption PA(c) is not a direct summand of T, there is an 
indecomposable direct summand T(e) of T with Ext:(T(e), PA(c)) #O. 
Applying Hom,(T(e), -) to the sequence 0 + P,(d) + PA(c) + r;-- ‘I,(x) 
+ 0 we get that Ext:( T(e), T;- ‘I,(s)) #O # Hom,(r”,P’Z,(x), TT(e)), 
hence T(e) is a successor of t”,- 2 I,(x), implying that for all branching 
points b of Q we have Hom,( T(e), Z,(b)) = 0, the desired result. 

Applying the above lemmas to the situation we are considering, we 
obtain: 

COROLLARY. If B-mod admits a maximal sincere module M with M’ = b, 
then there exist tips .Y and y of A such that there is a direct summand in the 
t-orbit of IA(x) and a direct summand in the z-orbit of PA(y). 

4.2. The following result has been proven in [HU]. 

PROPOSITION. Let Q be ~7 wild quiver with more than two vertices, and let 
a be a vertex in Q which has exactly one neighbour. Assume Q’ =.Q\ {a} is 
representation-finite. 

Let V and G9’ denote the preinjective components of kQ and kQ’, respec- 
tively, and let k% and k%?’ be the corresponding mesh categories. 

Let Y(a) be the ideal generated by the residue classes of paths in K%’ 
factoring over a module in O(r,,(a)). Then kV’ is isomorphic to k%/.Y(a). 

As a consequence of the above proposition we obtain results concerning 
homomorphisms between indecomposable preinjective modules over 
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one-point extensions (for the definition and notations we refer :o 
[F?I ) C = C‘[Pc.(a’)] of a representation-infinite algebra C’ = 

mposable C’-projective module P&a’). Then C = 
’ is a subquiver of Q. We enumerate the vertices o 

*. 
accorarng Lo 

the vertices of Q, and the extension vertex will be denoted by a. 
An easy consequence of the above propoposition is 

Re??zarks. (a) It follows from the description of t e Auslander-Reite;r 
sequences in C-mod which are lifted from C-mod [R] that if M is an 
indecomposable C-module with dim, Horn,.(~~, M. ic.(a’)) = II. then the 
ath entry of dim PAM is 11, and ali other entries coincide with those 
of dim s,.hf. In particular, if dim, Homc.(s,-. M: I,,(& )) = 0. tiaen 
Tc,M= T&f. 

(b) Let d ’ be a representation-infinite star. say d ’ = F,,qr, and c’ be 
the tip of d’ in the branch of length Y, and assume that d’ has factorsgece 
orientation Let A’ = kA’*. Then ,4’[P,d,(a”;l = A = KA*, where d = TPyrm+ I 
and A has factor-space orientation as well. .A and .4’ obviously sa:isfy ihe 
above proposition and its corollary. 

43 The following results, which have been proven in [U]. will be 
needed in the sequel. 
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Recall that an epimorphism f: X + Y is called r+-stable if rtfi t”X+ r”Y 
is an epimorphism for all n 2 0. 

b%WfA 2. Let 4 be a build star containing E6, and let C = kA* for some 
orientatiorl A of 4. Let .x be a tip of 4. Assume that X is a module in 
c(Ic(x)), and that there is a sectional path w: X--+ V-,-* Y, where V is a 
module in Lr,(I,(b)) and there are at least t\iso arrotvs between V and Y. Then 
a nonzero morphism from X to Y is a ~,f -stable epimorphism. 

PROPOSITION. Let B be a sincere directed algebra which is tilted from 
A = kA*, and assume that 4 contains & as a proper subgraph. Then B-mod 
admits exactly one maximal sincere B-module. 

Proojl As a sincere directed algebra, B possesses at least one maximal 
sincere module. Assume B-mod admits more than one maximal sincere 
module. 

According to 4.1 there are tips x and y of 4 such that T(x)=t’,I,,(x) 
and T’(J~)= ~;P,(J) are indecomposable direct summands of T. By 1.2, 
T(x) is a predecessor of zf,Z,(b), hence s 3 r + 2. where r denotes the dis- 
tance d(b, -‘c) between b and X. We have that Ext,\(s”,l,(x), r;“P,(yj)=O, 
and this can be rephrased into the condition 

Hom,(T t4+,,‘+ lIA(X), I,(y)) = 0. (*I 

Lemma 1 states that (*) cannot be satisfied if x and y are different tips of 
4, hence J’ = x. 

Assume that there is a tip z different from x with d(b, z) >2. Then 
it follows from Lemma 2 that there is a s,+-stable epimorphism 
f:z I;+2Z,(x) + X, where X is the sectional successor of zr+‘l(x) in the 
z,-orbit of IA(a), where a lies in the branch containing z, and d(b, a) = 2. 
Since a is not a tip of 4, it can be shown easily that Hom,(r”,X, I(X)) # 0 
for all n > 0, implying that Hom,(t’;t’+” I(x), Z(x)) # 0 for all n > 0. Hence, 
condition (*) cannot be satisfied. 

The only case which remains to be considered is 4 = Tzzr, where r > 2, 
and Y with T(x) E 0(1,(x)) and T’(x) E B(P,(x)) is the tip of the branch of 
length r. 

According to [U], t >+“rA(x) is s,l-stable faithful, hence condition (*) 
can only be satisfied if T(x) = 5 >‘21,(x) and T’(x) = PA(x). If 4 = T223, 
direct computation shows that Hom,(r I;c31J~y), I(i)) # 0 for all ifx, and 
if we apply Corollary 4.2 inductively, we obtain the same result for 4 = Tz2, 
and r > 3. This implies that tA T is an A’= kA’* tilting module, where 
A’ = A\ {s>, and since A’ is representation-infinite, rA T must have an 
A’-preprojective summand. 

zA T(x) is a direct summand of T, and we claim that ~~ T(x) 2 T,.I,.(b). 
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PRX$ qf’the Claim. The Cartan matrix of A is 

. 0 

0 

0 

3 . ‘ 

0 

The Coxeter matrix @; = - C,‘C,+ of A is 

-1 -1 -1 -1 -p -1 -1.~. -1. 

100111 I... 1 

0 1 0 0 0 0 o.~- 0 

IllOO? l,,. 1 

0 0 0 1 0 0 0.~. 0 

1111101) 

0 0 0 0 0 :. 0 
t3 

. 1 
.~ . . ,z, 

I 

0 0 0 0 0 0 

335 
-a,_ 

&tJl r.4. I,.(b)=(l(l, 111, 111)..., 1)@,4.=(2131 l/2, 112 )..., 2,l) 

&&lr ;+3~.~(x)=(o~o,Q~o,o~o ).... 0, 1)@;L3=(2!2, I/, P/.2,.,.,2. 1,o:;. 

Since ~:+‘31~(.~) is preinjective, then T;+~ I,(X) and T,~.I,~.(~) are 
isomorphic. But there is no A’-preprojective module .Y satisfying &at 
Ext:.(r,~I,,(b), X) = 0, hence End, TT and therefore Er~d,~ T= B are 
representation-infinite, a contradiction. This finishes the proof of rh:: 

proposition. 
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4.4. In this section we want to determine upper bounds for the number 
of maximal sincere B-modules if B is a tilted algebra of A = kA*, and 
d = T,,, containing E, properly. Again we need some preliminary results. 

LEMMA 1. Let 4 = T,,, and assunze that c, is a proper subgraph of A. 
Let z be the tip of the branch of length 1. Then S~I~(Z) is a zi-stable 
faithful module. 

ProoJ: If A = Tjq the result can be proven directly. The general asump- 
tion follows by applying Corollary 4.2 inductively. 

Similarly we prove: 

LEMMA 2. Let 4 = T,,, corltaining E, properly. Assume that p > 3, and 
let x be the tip of the branch of length q. Then rsf31A(x) is a z/T-stable 
faithful module. 

Note that in the previous lemma we did not assume that p < q. 

PROPOSITION. Ler B be sincere directed of type A, where 4 contains E, 
properI??. Then B-mod admits e.xactlJ> one maximal sincere B-module. 

The proof follows from Lemma 1 and Lemma 2 exactly as in 4.3. 

4.5. The remaining part of the article is devoted to the case where B is 
a sincere directed algebra of type A, where of = Tlz,. and r > 6. Again we 
denote the tip of the branch of length 1 by 2, the tip of the branch of length 
2 by u, and the tip of the branch of length r by c. 

The objective of this section is to prove that if T(x)= ~‘,l,(x) and 
T(J,) = 5ySPA( y) are direct summands of T, and B has more than one 
maximal sincere module, then x and .V are vertices in the branch 
containing 0. 

Let us assume first that A = T126. Then Hom,(s:+“Z,(z), Z,(z)) #O, 
Hom.JT 3,“*I.&),ZA(~~))#0, Hom.4(T,4 4fnZ(u),Z(z))#0, and HomA(T:t”ZA(u), 
Z,4(u)) # 0 for all n > 0. Then obviously Corollary 4.2 gives the same result 
for A = kA and A = Tlz, with r 3 6. 

Now assume that B-mod admits more than one maximal sincere module. 
Then the above considerations prove that it is not possible to have 
T(X) E O(Z.A(r)) or T(x) E 0(Z,(u)) and at the same time T(y) E C(P,(z)) or 
T(y) E @“(P,(u)). Hence the following cases remain to be considered: 

(a) T(s) E fl(Z,(z)) and T(y) E F(PA(z~)) and 
(b) T(x) E l?(I,d(z4)) and T(J~) E fl(Pl(v)). 

The cases where T(x)E C(Z,(v)) and T(J’) ELT(P,,,(;)) and T(s)~P(l,(o)) 
and T(y)~c(P,(u)) are dual to (a) and (b). 
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(a) Assume that T(.u)EO(I,(~)) and T(.i,)~lriP,(~j), Since ~5,I.~Eri Es 
rl-stable faithful and since the immediate predecessor of riZA(bl :S 
P(I,(z)) is 511,(z), the only possibility for T(s) is ~if.~(:), and then 
T( 1,) = PA( tt) is the only projective summand of T. Then z -I T is a complere 
A’ = kA’ = k(A\ (L >) tilting module, and THIS is a summand of 7 4 T 

It can be proven by the same methods as in Proposition 4.3 ihai 
?;I,(:) c s~,l,,(j), where j is the neighbour of b in the branch containicg 
11 and this is a r,t.-stable faithful module. Then there is no A’-projective 
summand of r;A T, a contradiction. 

(b) Assume that T(x) E C(I,(u)) and T(J,)E ~‘(P,(Y)). Since e’,1”,(4 is 
r,I-stable faithful, and since ~>1,(u) is the sectional predecessor of ~ij~~(h ). 
the only possibilities for T(X) are T(x) = ~~l;i(td) or T(X) = z~Z,(u). 

But since r;J,(u) is faithful, we may again assume without loss of 
generality that T(X) = ~iI,~(u), and then T(J~) = P,4[t’) is the only projective 
summand of T. But then r:Z,(u) c tiCI is a direct summand of the 
A’ = kiA’%,, (c)) tilting module rA T, and i is the vertex in the branch of C 
containing ~1, and d(b, i) = 2. But r:.ZAs(i) is r :.-stable faithful, a contra- 
diciion. 

4.6. PROPOSITION. If d = Tllr ir7ith r > 6, then ~&mod admi?s exacF!y one 

maximal sincere module. 

Proof. Assume that there is more than or?e maximal sincere B-modltle. 
By [It], r < 7, therefore d = T1,,. 

There is a direct summand T(x j of T with T(x) E C’(l,4( n)) and a direc- 
summand T(y) E fi(PA(~)). Moreover T(x) = ~>/~~(r! is a predecessor of 
~:l’,(b‘p and therefore s3~+2=9. Since r’;“‘I,(o,! is r;-stable faith:tii 
[LJ], then 9 <s < r + 5 = 12. A direct calculation gives a contradiction. 

4.7. PROPOSITION. Let A = T,,, and assume B-mod admits trwe ~Jwtz 
one maximal sincere module. Then T(B) does root cotrzait~ a module M ir5k 
M’ = b and sP(M+ ) and Yv(- r’M) compiete slices for 0 < f < 3. 

Proqf Since B-mod admits more than one maximal sincere module, we 
know by 4.5 that T does not have a direct summ.and r'Z,(aj or T PS’PA(izj. 
where w is a vertex in a branch containing z or U, and T has a summa& 
T(x) E b(l,d(a)) and T(y) E C(P,(u)). 

If we assume that T(B) has a module M with M’ = b and Y(M+ :I and 
Y( -+ GM) complete slices for 0 < Id 3, we get furthermore that all pre- 
injecrive summands of T are prececessors of r31,(b). 

Analogously to the arguments in 4.6, we obtain that the only cases ‘ic- 
consider are: 

(a) T(x)=T~;ZZ,(L~) and T(,!)=P.,(c) and 
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(b) T(x) = zyl,(u) and T(J~) = PA(u) and 
(c) T(x)=z~I,(tl) and T(y)=P,(v). 

(a) If T(X) = r.yI,,,(oj, then PA(u) is the only projective summand of T, 
and TV T is an A’ = kA’* = k(A* \ {o >) tilting module. Direct computation 
shows that ryl,(uj 2 ti.Z,,(a), where a is the neighbour of b in d in the 
branch containing u. But si.Z,,(a) is r,+.-stable faithful, a contradiction. 

(bj If T(x)=z~I,4(uj, then again T,T is an A’=kA’*=k(A*\{v)) 
tilting module, and tL’l,(a) = .ri.I,.(c) with c the vertex in the branch 
containing v and d(b, c) = 3 is a direct summand of zT. The only 
A’-preprojective module X with Exti.(t:,Z,,(c), X) = 0 is X= si,‘PA.(c’), 
where again u’ denotes the neighbour of u. But r~,~PA,(~l’)=t.~2PA(~), 

hence zi3P(v) is a summand of T, and this implies that there are no 
summands zsIA(ij of T with i a vertex in the branch containing v which are 
successors of TY~~( ~1) and predecessors of S>I,(b). Hence r:I, T is an 
A’-tilting module, and t;15PA(u) is a summand of za “T. But for similar 
reasons, zil’PA(z~) =.z;,7P,.(a), with a the neighbour of b in the branch 
containing u, cannot be extended to a tilting module with a representation- 
finite endomorphism-ring. 

(c) Assume that THIS= T(x) and PA(u)= T(y) are summands of T. 
The only predecessors of 7:1,(b) which are successors of zlIA(tl) not of 
the form T>I~(~), i a vertex in a branch containing z or U, satisfying 
Exti(s”,lA(i), P,4(v)) = 0 are the immediate successor ziIA(v’) of z:Zrl(o) 
and ~:I,(tf'), where ZJ” is the vertex with d(tl, ~7”) = 2. 

If ~;1~(u”) is a direct summand of T, then zT is a kA* \ {L)> = A’ tilting 

module, and z~I~(u”)=z~,I~~(~) is a summand of tT, which cannot be 
extended to a tilting module with representation-finite endomorphism-ring, 
a contradiction. 

If s:Z~(L”) is a summand of T, then T(B) contains the subtranslation 
quiver 

and the module Y corresponds to a projective vertex in T(B). Calculating 
the indicator set for Y (for the definition see [BB]), we get that Y(Z+) 
is a complete slice in T(B) [BB] and TB ‘ON is a module in 9’(Z+). But 
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im, Wom,( Y, zP1’N) = 7, implying that 
finite. 

Hence TACO T is a complete A’-tilting module an 
is a direct summand of ~a “T, and the only A’-pre 
Ext~,(X, -cA,*PA~(u)) = 0 are 

(i) X=1,,(d) or (ii) %= ~l,I~,(v’). 

If z~.b,,(v) = z:IA(v) is a direct summand oft Ty then z~IA(v) is a direct 
summand of T, and this was disproved in (a) rice, IA,(d) = zAIA(v) is a 

ummand of r-“T, hence zyl,(u) and z51A(u) are direct summa~ 
ut this contradicts (b). 

HEOREM. Let B be a sincere directe lgebra which is t~~ted~o~~ 
and A is of wild representation type. od admits more than one 

maximal sincere module, if and only if B 1: kA/9, where A is the quiver 

and4=(a&-86, E~---$I, 71$--~p). 
There are exactly two maximal sincere B-mo 

by the dimensionvectors 

1-2-l-l l-2-2-2 
I I I I 

dim M(a) = 2 1 and & M(c) = 1 2 

I I I I 
2-2-2-l 1-1-;-l 

and they are dominated by Ps(a) and Ps(c), respectively. 

PI‘OOJ: ue to our previous considerations we know t has more 
than one maximal sincere module, then B is tilted from A = kh*, where 
A = T1Z6. We already know four indecomposable summands of 
z:IA(v), PA(v), T(a), and z:T(a). Recall that T(a) was give 
sionvector (d&~ T(a)), = 2 and (d& T(a)), = 1 for all x # b. 
proven that T has no direct summan (i) with T(i)E f!qI,(i)) or 
T(i) E O(P,(i)), where i is a vertex in a br containing 2 or U. 

irect computation shows that the possibility for ~re~njectiv~ 
module X which is predecessor of t:l,(b) and successor of t:IA(v) %vith 
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Ext:(X, P,(n)) =0 is X= riZ,(u’), where v’ is the neighbour of t’. But 
Exti(rLZ,(u’), 7: r(a)) #O, hence rLZ,(tl’) is not a direct summand of T. 

Also Ext~(r~Z,(o”), r:T(a))#O, where U” #v is the neighbour of u’, 
implying that r: Z,(v”) is also not a diremct summand of T. The assump- 
tion that z~Z,(u’) is a direct summand of T was contradicted in 4.7(c). 
Hence, rA -9T is an A'=~(A*\(L~}) tilting module, and SHOP,= 
r-;,‘PA,(~) is a summand of 7.i9T. The only A’-preinjective modules X 
satisfying Exta(X, r;,‘PA(u)) =0 are 7,~Z,~(u') = riZ,(u) and 7~.ZAs(c') = 
7;Lw 

If t>Z,(v) is a direct summand of za9T, then 7f44Z,(o) is a direct sum- 
mand of T, and this was contradicted in 4.7(a). Hence tyZ,(o) is a direct 
summand of T. 

It has been shown in 4.7(b) that the only possibility to extend ryZA(tl) 
to a tilting module whose endomorphism-ring is representation-finite is if 
zi3PA(r) is a direct summand of T. 

Direct computation shows that z;~Z’~(Z~) = r~,~Z’~(v’), and furthermore 
that there is no A’-preinjective successor of r:‘Z,(v) which is different from 
ziZ(v) and a summand of T. Summarizing, we must have the following 
direct summand of T: 5yZ,1(v) @ 7iZ,(v) @ T(a) @ t’,T(a) @ PA(v) @ 
z~~Z’~~(V). Since Hom,(r.yZ(tl), Z(i)) #O for all i# v, we get that rA T is a 
complete A’-tilting module, and ryZ,(tl) @ 79,Z,(v) @ ~~~ T(a) @ 7’, T(a) @ 
r;‘PA(u) is a direct summand of zA T. 

Since s~~(z~~Z~~(V)), ~~,(tfizZ~~(o)), and z:(tyZ,(v)) are A’-faithful 
modules, we obtain that zi,(zrl T) = T’ is an A” = k(A\(u, u’}) tilting 
module. 

A” is of type IE,, and the direct sum of 7:,(7~Z,(v))= U, 
T:~(T:Z~(L))) = V, ri,(rA T(u)) = W, and r:.(r: T(u)) = R is a direct sum- 
mand of T’. The position of these modules in ZJA”) is 

Since Hom,.(M, T:..Z,,.(~)) #O # Hom,..(ri.,Z,..(b), N) for all prede- 
cessors M of z~~~ZA~~(b) and all successors N of T:-Z,..(~), we get that all 
direct summands of T’ lie in the encircled part of T(A”). All successors of 
U in T(A”) are not direct summands of T’, since otherwise there would be 
a successor of z:‘Z,(v) or ttZ,(v) which would be a summand of T, and 
this was excluded before. This implies that T:..Z,.,(Z), T:~~Z,~..(~), and 
~i.,Z,..(4) are direct summands of T’. 
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Finzlly, if T~..~.~,.(o") = z:.~.~,(L”), then ~ii.~(;l) would be a summand of 
T, 2 contradiction. Hence ~:.,I..,..(L”‘) is 2 summand of T’: and all indecom- 
posable summands of T, 2nd therefore B, are uniquely determined. 

Calculating End, T we get the asserted quiver wit 
calculating d”(B) gives the converse implication 2nd the additional asser- 
tions. 
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